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Summary 
 

 

What a great surprise! A sunny Saturday and after leaving a music studio this morning I felt like 

sitting at my fav coffee shop in LA and writing this eBook for you. I can’t stop myself when I am 

creative and feel the joy of reaching out to assist people. I feel chosen by the Creator who has given 

me a gift so that I can help so many. 

 

        When I was younger, I discovered music in 

my life. A few years later I started working in 

marketing and saw the magic of creating, 

inventing, and changing societal behavior 

through campaigns. We are changing the 

culture in the way we promote our products. It’s 

just so beautiful that you can collect data based 

on old studies and go into a deep, intense and 

enjoyable season of creating something people 

want to buy and use to make their lives better. 

It made me feel powerful. Made me realize that 

I can work from anywhere, with anything and 

with anyone on this planet. 

 

        Communication is supernatural. So deeper 

than a language or a signal. You and I know so 

many practical ways we can send a message 

without 

 

using words. How many countries  have just a 

local culture and still deliver your message for 

the world. How many different people provide 

hate or love without even opening  their mouth? 

It’s the power of communication. 

 

        In this book, I’m going to talk about a 

broader subject that involves the marketing 

world. We are going to talk about mindset, art, 

sells, techniques and how you will never stop 

learning and reinventing yourself so you can be 

on top of your business. After this, instead of 

you thinking of marketing as a department in 

your company you will see it as a core rooted in 

your veins that guides your decisions and leads 

to success! 

Enjoy
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Marketing is art 
 

I am aware that the Real Estate business has an old school mindset for the country. It scares me 

every time I see one of my colleagues spending days working in their offices typing a long 

document, printing and signing it. 
 
        Like real paper documents, they are making all of the copies, working hard to figure out how to 

print dozens of addresses on the envelopes, spending hundreds of dollars on stamps, and a couple of 

more hours folding a bunch of papers with pictures, business cards, screenshots, calendars, and listings 

promotions. Then they cram everything inside the envelope and mail it to a supposedly good address. 

Maybe they will open it or an even harder “maybe” they read it. I wonder how many people read these 

letter for real and how many toss it without even opening it. The results are so little. 

 

Something I feel even more scared is door knocking. Walking around the neighborhood trying 

to find home owners. I said walking, like real walking. It’s not about moving around, it’s about the 

thought of my career and success depending of me walking everyday looking for clients when I do 

everything on my iPhone. The neighbors are at their homes watching Netflix, in the PJ’s eating ice 

cream cuddling their dogs and you suddenly knock their door. The feeling of “Who tha heck came 

to my house without calling in advanced?” of course they think its Jehovah’s Witness, but NO, It’s 

YOU. 

        Every day I see agents making cold calls and going through scripts. I can feel the rejection and 

see them crossing off names and complaining about how people were yelling at them during the 

call. 
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        Do all of those things work? Yes, they do. Is it a tough way to go? Yes, it is. 

I always have to remind agents of their purpose of being in real estate. Because every day they 

spend so much energy in work that drags them down and kills all of their excitement of finding a 

home for a family. It is tough being rejected dozens of times a day when you are knocking on doors 

or cold calling. I want you to understand that your business doesn’t have to be like that. You don’t have 

to go through all of this rejection to be a successful realtor. There are a hundred different methods to 

reach people politely, friendly and if they are not interested, they won’t yell at you. 

 

        Technology has grown to a point where you can do all of this from your smartphone, and even 

an intern can click a couple of clients that they want to meet today. Can I cross the line and ask you 

something? Stop thinking of Marketing as a department for your business. Stop thinking of “I have 

to spend money with this? Why is marketing expensive? Why MARKETING and MARKETING 

such and such?” 

 

        Well, I want you to translate the word from Marketing to Culture. Yes, CULTURE. You have to 

understand that your culture as a business tells and guides the destiny of your business. Who you are 

as a person, the way you talk, the clothes you dress, your accent, your musical taste will decide the 

colors of your flyers, the texts on your website, the sayings and the emails you send. The culture that 

makes you a person will be transformed into your market, exactly just like you, in business language. 

 

        Marketing is art. A marketing person should not have any problems doing your work after talking 

to you for a couple of minutes. They would see and feel you as a person, understand your mindset, your 

culture and instantly they would translate your real being to the material that would be sent to your 

audience. Understanding who you are as a business person tells a lot about what people see. If you don’t 

know who you are as a person, this is a step for today. Find out who you are, what tells your story, and 

bring this to the table. I’m sure that it will help you and your team to develop a better job, and your 

clients will be linked with you. They will not leave you when someone cheaper knocks on their door. 

They will be your friend and with time will become your family. Hearts will be connected because you 

have a technical, personal and emotional mission. Remember that. 
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                                     Technology is not scary! 

 

 

 

        You don’t have to be a millennial to understand all of these 100 apps that come up every day. 

Is it a lot? YES! IT IS. Even I sometimes feel overwhelmed with so many apps, so many passwords 

and so much social media that isn’t social anymore. If you are not a millennial, I’m pretty sure you 

feel overwhelmed also. 
 
        The worst feeling is seeing someone making a lot of money or finding their success with a new 

technology piece, and you have no idea what they are talking about. It makes you feel like an 

outdated professional because you should know that. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I’m good at my job. 

I’m always on top, but I don’t know 

what they are talking about. 
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Some companies like Tesla, Apple, Microsoft, Google, and others have been working very hard 

to make our lives more comfortable. So many computers, apps and features that we use, and 

sometimes I feel like “how did people live without that in the past?” Right? 

 

        Technology has been saving lives all over the world by bringing food, jobs, and information to 

places that are outside the perimeter. Do you think we would ever know how many tribes are inside 

the Amazon forest without technology? Or specific geographic measurements to determine ice 

melting in Antarctica without satellite pictures? This translates our understanding into a little 

computer in your hand, right? Isn’t that amazing? And even better, you can use this computer with 

this information to reach friends, family and clients. 

 

        Technology was created to serve humans. Tech companies with thousands of humans work 

very hard to make their apps the best, easiest and fastest. These apps are your assistants. They 

automate tasks and thoughts, so you don’t have to do. They bring data that you would never know 

you could use in your favor. Every app on the market has a department that is desperate for your 

feedback, or complaint. They can use this data to make the product better. You can ask questions 

and learn how to use the app properly and I’m sure they will be happy to translate to your 

understanding the best way to use it. 

 

If you are not a phone person, you can check YouTube’s thousands of videos explaining how to 

use the app, reviews of the app and people that have used the app before. You can also discover their 

mistakes and successes, as well as how they spent their time on the app. This will help you make 

better use of your time. The same way you make money with data, they make money with your data. 

The more data you give back to them, the happier they are. Enjoy this, don’t give up on some 

technology because you don’t understand it.  

 

At the same time do not download everything you see. Ask for someone if they used it before. 

Go on YouTube and choose the best option. Don’t fill your phone or computer with hundreds of 

services that you will not apply. Pick the right ones. Pick the ones that make your product better, the 

ones that can assist you in creating a better business. 

 

 

Make it profitable for you. 
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  Marketing is not a fairy tale 

 
        The idea of good marketing is delivering more content to more people at a lower price. If you 

have ten thousand dollars to promote a listing, you can pay for TheMLS. com or another magazine 

and blast it to a large number of people. If you are lucky, really lucky, someone that needs it, sees 

it and you get the deal with only one costly ad. The most common result is very different. The 

agent spends a chunk of money on an ad somewhere extremely saturated, and the results are not 

the way they planned.  
Another classic strategy is people paying for very expensive billboards around the city and hoping 

that the right person with the right profile, at the right time with the right place, is looking for the 

same thing you are selling. 
 
And then this. Pay a hundred dollars to someone to make a flyer that does not translate your 

taste and spend more than a couple hundred to print and somehow delivery these flyers to random 

people around the city. 

 

Don’t you also hate billboards and flyers that have nothing to do with you? “I don’t even speak 

this language!!! Why are you giving me this?” After all of this work, you don’t have the thing that 

makes your marketing move on. Data. How can you know how many people have seen your 

billboard? How are you able to point out details about why people didn’t read your flyers? And if 

they read it, can you tell the reason they didn’t give you a call? You are relying on luck too much. 

It’s like you close your eyes point to a random person in the room and hope that the person becomes 

the love of your life. 
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 To find a buyer or to sell your property you need only one person. The right person. You can’t 

sell your house to 30 different families. Ok, with your experiences and your data from various agents 

and through the history of your city, you know that people that buy property at this specific location, 

at this season of the year, they have a profile. Any random crazy person can give you a call and buy 

the house at any time. Yes, but we know that is 0.000001% of the cases, and we aren’t that lucky. 

 

We have data - a profile - We are looking for a man, married, executive, business owner, plays 

golf, drinks expensive wines, drive this. He frequently goes to this particular restaurant on certain 

days of the week, and his wife consumes products from this store. Their kids’ study at this school but 

also, they like to go to the movies at this mall. On the weekends they read this specific magazine, 

and they shop at this particular expensive store. 

How can I put my beautiful flyer in their hands? How can I make sure that this individual will 

see my ad, read it and give me a call or send me an email? And if something goes wrong on the way 

how can I know the reasons why he didn’t open the ad, did not read it or did not call me? 

 

You can have all of this control through 

 social media and online marketing only. 

 

 

See how filtered we can be and how specific the target can be found and reached and even if 

the customer doesn’t call you back you can find out the reason and fix the ad so next time, they will 

call you back. How do I know that?  

 

Data. Data. Data.  
 

 

There’s are a lot of social media websites that you can spend way less money targeting your 

audience and managing your data while your ad is being distributed. If a specific characteristic does 

not work well, you need to not spend money on them. The best part is you won’t bother people that 

are not a potential customer, but it will help the ones who are looking for the thing you are selling. 

It’s good for everyone. 
 
 

Technology is beautiful! :)



         
I’m 100% sure that some of you will jump straight to this chapter. I know you. But I recommend 

you start at the beginning since it is fundamental you understand the whole process and leverage 

this information in your favor. 

 

Marketing online is compelling. A few years ago, before I sold my first company, I was living 

in Brazil when Instagram came out. I was very dedicated to it. Always posting pictures and making 

videos with backstage and showing the businesses for real. I was still making fun of things that were 

happening in my life. Making jokes with my client’s emails and publishing a lot of content every 

day. I was very connected with my network of clients. In my third year, I have more than 26 physical 

stores selling my products, and I was responding to emails, taking “professional pictures” of the new 

pieces for the website using my iPhone, also using my roommate as a model for the book look creating 

good content for social media. 

 

Because of social media, clients were stopping me around the city to ask for pictures, sign their 

t-shirts and asking to buy the specific piece I was wearing at the moment. They had become a fan of 

my brand and work. 
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I examined our culture and started to put information together. We spent a lot of time listening 

and talking to many clients. I gathered my best clients and showed them pieces of my future 

collection. 

They all thought it was a “private pocket sells” and they always bought every single piece of 

my stock because they felt privileged. Well, I never denied it. I was only trying to get feed back. 

I remember when we had our world cup, and I had an idea - I put together a kit of the most 

popular products and did a “bingo” of the scores. I pre promoted - I warmed them up, and before the 

game, I posted a pic with the kit and below on comments they needed to say what was their guess 

for the game - and tag a friend - guess what happened? 

 

I was live on Instagram watching the game.  
It was so much fun because Brazil lost 0 to 7 to German. NO ONE WON THE BINGO. But 

because of the game, we had people freaking out in the comments. They spend the whole game 

betting and tagging their friends and laughing because NO ONE would win the kit. After the game, 

the picture had more than 7 thousand comments with thousands of new clients. They were so 

pumped alone in their houses watching the game and sharing the moment with strangers and 

laughing at the game we lost. 

This is free marketing! As no one won, I didn’t even need to give out the kit. Of course, I mailed 

packages to the most commented clients, but I didn’t need to. Free, zero, nada money spent. 

Strategy, content, data. I could not do this mini-viral day without months of feeding social 

media and answering my clients. Without asking them what they think about my brand and letting 

them know me. Without putting a lot of work on free content online, pictures, humor, text, value 

content. 

 

Today’s people say it is harder to become “viral” in your community, but I think if you dedicate 

yourself it is easier today, we have more data. There are way more people online, and the ads are 

cheaper because they are more companies trying to sell ads as well. 

If you are creating good content, bringing value and choosing the right vocabulary and are 

still not reaching people try testing small ads. Paid Ads. Run some tests in your target so that you 

can start having a following that loves your content and you don’t have to buy ads anymore. Start 

with a dollar or so and then use the data, so you don’t have to spend much more. 

 

I want to show you that money is not an excuse.  
Effort is. 
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Here’s a story I like to tell every time I talk about quantity. Did you know that Beethoven 

wrote more than 500 songs before the Ninth Symphony became the most famous? The song was a 

hit as it served as the musical setting for Friedrich Schiller’s poem “Ode to Joy.” There is more. 

Some books claim that when he wrote the Ninth Symphony, he was deaf! What? Yes, he could not 

hear a thing, but he could play and write melodies. 

 

Beethoven was born with a gift of loving music, and he spent his life studying, practicing, 

learning and reproducing sounds. The quantity and quality of music the master wrote and the 

amount of time he dedicated was so large that he was able to imagine all the sounds and 

arrangements for each instrument in an entire orchestra, even though he was deaf. 

 

Your upload of one picture a month on Facebook will never master your marketing online. 

Never! There is no audience for that. No one can know your brand, or your company based on so 

little content. People will forget you two days after that weird “food-selfie” went up. At the time 

Beethoven didn’t have thousands of fans, but he heard the feedback from his audience and 

reproduced better versions until he got hired by the king. I don’t believe his creativity changed after 

performing to the king but got better.  
You have to put your content out there. Test, test, and analysis and build your brand based on 

feedback. 

Everyone has a camera phone with internet. If You don’t like writing texts and organizing your 

thoughts, you can take videos. If you feel comfortable with the camera, take pictures and record 

voices for podcasts. You don’t need to show your face or do something you feel uncomfortable, but 

you do have to deliver value. 

Big clients will reach you to be their consultant for deals. 

 

1 - Don’t toss crap. Delivery good content!  
2 - Be constant! 

 

 

Quantity becomes quality 
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You have a long way ahead. People need your service and need your help to find their new home. Own 

your calling and fulfill your mission. 

 

Remember that 
 
 

                                      Anyone Can Be Your Client Because Everyone Needs A Place To Live.   

 

You have to close your eyes and think: “What can I do that would help someone a lot? “Yes, just 

put it out there. Test again and again until someone says something back. Based on that first comment 

you create more and get more feedback. 

 

You will start creating a community and becoming a guru in your area. People will start 

calling you for everything. You won’t need to knock on doors anymore because people will want you 

to sell their houses. They trust you and everything you say becomes law. 

 

Don’t be afraid of delivering too much and “they gonna steal my knowledge.” No. this is not going 

to happen. You will become the leader in your area. Big partners will want you on their teams. 

 

It’s been a great experience for me working with such a successful business in America. I hope this 

eBook helped you with something, even if is a small word you could relate. There are way more 

knowledge and experiences I would like to share with you and it would be amazing if you could share 

this e-book with someone you know that might help them as well. I would be pumped to hear your 

thoughts on it. 

 

I really appreciate your time and I hope you can become a viral professional in your community. 

 

 

 

Thank you. 

Marcus Rabelo 
(Mavix) 
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